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COUNtRY  
DIRECtOR’s  NOtE

I was walking down the roads in the busy streets of 
Madurai when, I heard the sound of bells from the 
temple. This sound often is a throwback to my past.
Those days were simple. It was a similar sound we 
were looking forward to in the classroom, after 
many dreary hours spent away from home. A sound 
to inform the break time, a sound that we hear 
whenever we had a guest, the same sound an auto 
rickshaw would make to steer clear of the busy 
crowd to get past - even the sounds around us were 
simple. We never wanted to shut ourselves away 
from sound; we never wanted to keep away from 
people for the need of private spaces; all these were 
very new concepts for us.
But, as the world became more complex all the 
sounds around us are electronically manipulated, 
for example, the sounds of the horn that makes 
bizarre cacophonous music, the advert blasts in 
television, the caller tunes, all of which lacks the 
sound of nature. The sound of nature is always fun 
and enjoyable. I am worried whether the future 
generation will have any idea of about sound of 
nature.
In India, the sound of bells was used as indicators 
for several things in the bygone era. When you walk 
through the streets of India, you would still see this 
basic lifestyle all around, away from the   invasion of 
technologies. Sometimes, this confuses a volunteer 
during the first time, as to why the sound has been 
produced and what it means. The sound might be an 
indication of the temple pooja, or an indication for 
school hours, or an indication of road-side sellers, 
even sometimes the sound   prevents road accidents. 
This becomes a typical scenario of the volunteer 
during their time in India. They even miss these 
sounds, when they leave.
 

     Jagadish Kumar                                                 
                                                                     

Country Director 
Projects  Abroad | India 
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we planted vegetable seeds in them for 
the kids.

• new agroforestry units were developed 
for our neighbours.

•One of the new farmers who 
committed with us for vermi compost 
unit in October was happy with the 
compost from his unit. After trailing 
with this method of producing fertilizer 
he wanted to move the unit to a bigger 
space nearby his cattle shed.

 •Vermi compost training for PMT 
College students: A group of 10 students 
who were also a part of the nature club 
attended training on vermicompost 
in the model farm. The session had 
both a theoretical and practical aspect. 
The students would be soon using the 
training to implement a vermi compost 
unit in their campus for producing 
compost for their tree planting activities 
in the town of Usilampatti.

PROJECt  UPDAtE :
CONSERVATION/ECO-FARMING

Story By Raisa DAWOOD 

Conservation Program Manager

Percolation pits

With        water        scarcity becoming 
so intense in the belt, the India 
conservation team   was   determined   
to stress farmers towards rain water 
harvesting percolation pits. Almost  
all  the  farms  have some    sort    of    
bio-waste available    in    their    farm 
throughout the year. Most of them 
are often used for firewood;  if  they  
accumulate, they  become    hideouts  
for poisonous     creatures.  But these 
hard fibres can become a sort of filter 
to the surface water that runs off 
and later adds humus to the soil on 
decomposition. To stress this concept 
among the farmers, the team started 
making such rain   water harvesting pits 
in our  Moringa farmer, Mr. Amalan ’ s 
field. His aqua culture unit was always 
fascinating with different  species of  
ornamental fishes. We have experienced 
the effectiveness of these percolation 
pits already by making similar pits in the 
farm during the rainy seasons when the 

soil softens up. With less water available 
in the farm, the farm plants were able 
to sustain the dry seasons. This way 
plants naturally adapt themselves to the 
minimum water available and hence 
their growth might be slow but stronger. 
In addition to the pits, maintaining the 
natural ground cover is also equally 
important for moisture retention.Apart 
from this,

•We had a deworming tonic camp for 
domestic animals in January while it was 
a Masala Bolus campaign in February. 
During these campaigns, normally we 
come across people who ask us about
their cattle ailments like off feed or a pot-
belly or diarrhea. We offer them herbal   
remedies and in serious cases request the  
farmers to go ahead with the  veterinary  
doctor in town which is
approximately 5-7 km from the village. 
But most of the owners bring their cattle 
to us on their own accord.
•Rain water harvesting pits were made in 
the orphanage kitchen garden too and 
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•Educational tour: Fifth grade students 
from a nearby school visited the farm in 
February. This was a part of educational 
visit where students got to know nature 
and animals at a closer view. They were 
happy to see the turtles in the farm. They 
had several    questions regarding the birds 
and animals.

Tree planting promotion activity

On the last weekend of the month January, 
the villagers celebrated the local church 
festival. From the money we received as 
donations last year, we purchased around 
200 plant seedlings from the women 
self-help  group  of  the  neighbouring 
village and majority of them, were fruits. 
We packed half a kilogram of compost in 
paper bags. On the day of festival when the 
sermon got over, everyone was offered a 
plant and a pack of compost.  Gradually, 
the crowd in-creased and in an hour all the 
seedlings got dispersed. Also people asked 
us whether they could get a set of agro-
forestry saplings. In the reforestation area, 
we planted 5 more trees. 5 More seedlings 
were planted in reforestation area.
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I’m Krysten, I’m a Canadian Journalism 
volunteer staying in Madurai, India. 
I have been here for over two 

months and have one month left of my 
placement. By now I can definitely say 
that the experience has been extremely 
enriching and valuable. I have enjoyed 
every minute of this dynamic project, 
where every day is something new, and 
have gotten to experience so much!
In Journalism, you really get out of the 
experience what you put into it. Right 
from the beginning I showed interest 
and an eagerness to take on stories. 
My enthusiasm was met with receptivity 
from the staff and I was given a book 
review, a film review, and an interactive, 
interview-based story on a village. To my 
happy surprise, this  “village  voices” 
story meant I got to go along   on   a   trip   
to Munnar with some fellow volunteers  
who  had other interviews there too.  I 
was able to observe more  experienced  
volunteer
journalists conducting interviews and 
got to take in the interesting topics 

illustrated by the interviewees. From this 
point on, there have been many amazing 
opportunities to travel, meet fascinating 
people, and explore the wealth of 
various subjects in and around Madurai. 
No other project gets to learn about the 
aspects of the city and state of Tamil 
Nadu on such a close and intimate level. 
In researching stories, I have learned so 
much about a wide variety of topics, 
which has furthered my understanding 
of India’s culture by leaps and bounds. 
Such interaction and engagement with 
issues facing the region and glimpse into 
the lives of such prestigious members 
of the community would never have 
been possible with this project. Not just 
a journalism immersion, this really is a 
cultural immersion.
In addition to the privilege of traveling 
and meeting the locals, this experience 
has provided me with a solid sense of 
how a magazine is run and taught me 
practical journalistic skills through hands-
on experience. We really are thrown in 
the deep end, to some extent, doing 

our own research, composing questions, 
conducting interviews, and writing the 
articles ourselves, of course with the help 
of useful support provided by the staff.
We really are thrown in the deep end, 
to some extent, doing our own research, 
composing questions, conducting 
interviews, and writing the articles 
ourselves, of course with the help of 
useful support provided by the staff. 
The more experience we want, the 
more we can get, volunteering to take 
photos for others’ interviews or offering 
to do some copy-editing for others’ 
articles. The Madurai Messenger is really 
a good platform for the diverse bunch 
of volunteers to execute their preferred 
tasks and get the chance to try new ones. 
It has been great having the luxury of 
internet access every day, as our research 
wouldn’t be   possible without it.
This project is also great for those who  
are  self-motivated, as  we  are free to 
work at our own pace, of course adhering 
to editorial deadlines. We work largely 
independently in the office depending 

Krysten Maier’s: VOluNTEER       
ExPERIENCE IN ThE JOuRNAlISM PROJECT
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on the workload we have for that 
particular time. Whenever   we   need   it,   
however, advice     and     encouragement 
is provided by the staff, so we can be 
as collaborative or self-directed as we 
like. A welcome instance of group work 
does come into play, though, with the 
workshops given by the editor on various 
useful topics that may be detected as 
lacking in the volunteers’ work. These 
are valuable lessons on photography 
or writing elements that provide good 
direction for those volunteers who may 
not have any previous experience in 
journalism at all.
Maybe more than anything, I have enjoyed 
the camaraderie with fellow volunteers 
that Journalism offers, being that we are 
a small group and have ample chance to 
get to know each other through various 
excursions and collaborative work. I have 
made close friends here through all the 
time we’ve shared together and it makes 
coming to work a pleasure. It has been 
a great mix of people, in age, gender, 
and nationality, so it has been interesting 

discovering their perspectives.
Overall, I would absolutely do the 
Journalism project again if I got the 
chance, or stay on longer if only I could. 
Perhaps one of the best takeaways is my 
new found ability to adapt quickly to 
the new situations. I am confident that 
my journalism skills have improved and 
that this experience will help me with 
employment in the future, yet it was also 
very fun and enjoyable. I don’t want my 
time here to have to end!
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Phoebe Andersen 
FROM ChINNuPATTI’S GREEN VIllAGE MODEl FARM

I came to India because, while I ’ m a 
history student back home in the US, 
I ’ v e always been interested in the 
environment and promoting care and 
awareness for our planet. The Green 
Village Model Farm is based in the small 
village of Chinnupatti and we work 
both on our own farm and made field 
visits to nearby local farmers to help 
them make changes from Chemical to 
Organic and Natural farming. When 
I arrived in February, I can say with 
authority I knew pretty much nothing 
about  organic farming, other than that 
I proudly bought only organic and local 
foods at home, and knew chemicals 
were generally bad for you. Now, a 
month and a half  into my placement,   
I   can ’ t say  I ’ m  an  expert, but I ’ 
ve learned so much more than I ever 
thought I would. It feels great to be 
able to educate others and help the 
farmers we work with set up their 
own Vermicompost units and see their 
progress on follow up visits. We also 
make market visits weekly to sell our 
compost to curious farmers and make 
contacts for the farm. While there is 
a language barrier, it doesn ’ t stop a 
connection from farming between the 
volunteers and the farmers when we 
work alongside one another on a hot 
day and then, as our Staffer Raja would 
say, ‘drink the milk of  tender, young 
coconuts ’ .
 Beyond our daily tasks on the farm 
and our field visits, we ’ r e working 
on a number of  projects including 
several reforestation plots and bird 
conservation. While our Reforestation 
project is one of the most long term 
projects we have going on, it ’ s not 
unrewarding to plant new trees and 
watch them slowly fill up what was 

once empty, dry land.

It can feel like an ordeal, at times, 
to water sixty baby trees on a hot 
morning, but at the end of the day, it ’ 
s nice to imagine what the place might 
look like in maybe 20 years. Our Bird 
Conservation consists of bird watching 
and recording the different species 
we have in the area around the farm 
and several natural tanks that draw 
migratory birds. The ultimate goal is 
to be able to draw more birds to the 
area by learning what sort of crops and 
fruits attract certain birds. We are also 
currently working on a turtle pond, 
for our batch of rescues from local 
wells, and we ’ ve spent the last several 
weeks sowing crops and tree cuttings 
in our field.

There are, always, new   projects being 
thrown in from day to day on the farm, 
and the vigor of the tasks varies from 
physically taxing to some nice lazy 
days where we do our simple tasks 
and have discussions about future 

projects. There ’ s a nice camaraderie 
that develops from working alongside 
other volunteers and the local staff on 
the farm, and though we are times a 
rather eclectic group, the circumstances 
makes us all almost instant friends.
Since we are based in such a small 
village and spend so much time 
working here, we ’ v e really become 
part of the community, and  by  
extension,  part  of  our host   family.   
I   was   initially worried that I would 
only  feel like  an  outsider  in  India,  
and while there are times that has been  
true,  I ’ ve   become  so comfortable 
and happy with the community  here.  
The host family really cares about all 
the volunteers and makes the effort 
to get to know us and stay up to date 
on our health and activities despite 
the fact we share maybe 10 common 
words. Finding such a strong, happy 
community and work that is rewarding 
so far from home has been one of 
the best experiences of my life and 
I’m so glad I took the risk to try out 
something completely new.
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Volunteers during various activities 


